
Challenges of Parental Engagement in the 
Special School 

 
• Lack of contact with the parents as children are brought by bus into school. 
 
• Children come from all over Luton so parents without transport find it difficult to get 

to school. 
 
• Appropriateness of ICT for children with severe learning difficulties. 

 
At Richmond Hill School we have used the Learning Platform to address some of 
these issues. The advent of the Learning Platform about 3 years was a huge priority in 
Luton. Having attended various training courses we felt that we couldn’t adopt a 
mainstream model for using the LP but that it w could be a valuable tool for the 
following reasons: 
 
• Most of our evidence is photo and video – server ground to a halt due to storage. 
 
• Transferred all evidence into individual E Portfolios and incorporated teaching 

children how to access them into the ICT curriculum and giving them editing rights. 
 
• Class pages – we have designed our own activities for pupils to access from home 

that are age and child appropriate. 
 
• Parents have individual user names and passwords. 
 
• Safeguarding. We sought photo permission for the Learning Platform, as other 

children appear in photos and video clips, particularly of class assemblies and 
school trips and events. 

 
• It provides a complete visual history of the child at Richmond Hill School which 

feeds into our Creative curriculum. In Year 1 Term 1 children work on the theme of 
‘All About Me’ and as part of transition in Year 6 they do a unit called ‘Look at Me 
Now’.  

 
• Overseas family and friends can look at it if the parents choose to give them the 

password. 
 
• SEN children can be the centre of attention at family gatherings and celebrations by 

showing the e-potfoilios. 
 

• At RHS it is very labour intensive but in mainstream school children could manage 
there own E Portfolio. 



 
• On line training for staff and parents – CPD for all - no matter what hours they work. 

Great on ‘Snow Days’. 


